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ipeory  on the Number 
ê l  Links in Food Chain 
Is 'Upheld in River Test
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»¡Süprisingly strong 
; effect on plants is 
fclêtëcted.
•!- 1 BjTWILLIAM K. STEVENSM NOVEL experiment with 

fish, insects and algae in a 
California river has uncov
ered new evidence in favor 

; o f*aeth er simple ecological theory 
[ involving the greening of the Earth. It 
: holds' - that plants are suppressed 
when there are even numbers of lev- 

§él£’lh  thë ioôd Châin oi a given habi- 
U(ir:flüuriüh when mere are odd

IJjj'TttB researchers experimentally 
* manipulated a four-level food chain in 
I whfch «teelhead trout and smaller 
Cfisft ate dragonfly and damselfly 

nymphs, which in turn preyed on the 
^ ¿yw fe^ f tiny, two-winged insects 

catted- midges, which in turn fed on 
' algfte. In this four-level arrangement,
’ the river was rendered largely bar- 
, r^n gf glgae each summer.

Bufrwhen researchers removed the 
fisS from the top of the chain, it was 
disrupted in such a wav that the algae 
incrgagjbd a hundredfold, carpeting 

water with noatmg mats and 
K i |k  green, five-yard-long braids of 

summer growth.
» f ‘| l  was very surprised at how 
a strong this effect is /*' said t)r. Mary 

:e, üpwer of the University of Califor- 
nisrat Berkeley, an expert in freshwa- 
te&ecology who conducted the experi
ment ig the Eel River in Mendocino 
Cpünty*It was reported last month in 

: the journal Science.
1 Algae in Bloom
\  / formally, said Dr. Power, the fish 

at^the.top level of the food chain 
reduce:,the population of dragonflies 
and damselflies at the second level. 
Ttys allows the population of midges, 

l at*t&e third level, to proliferate. They 
\ feegüfl the algae, keeping the rivery 
3 relatively free of the tiny plants, 

y i g f  the fish removed and the food 
chafaAereby reduced to three levels,

? the dragonfly and damselfly popula
tion soared. The midge population 
plunged. And with fewer midges to 
feed ori the algae, the .algae bloomed.

IThe ^results are considered to be 
one*©f* the clearest tests of the odd- 

1 e^rT theory because it was per
formed in a stable natural setting 
wifere the food chain could be readily 
altered.

odd-even theory says that

when plant eaters are added to a 
world where only plants exist, the 
herbivores will limit plant production 
and create a relatively barren world. 
But when predators are introduced to 
feed on the herbivores, adding a third 
level to the food chain, the plants 
rebound and the world becomes 
greener. This theory was advanced in 
the 1960’s by Nelson Hairston Sr., an 
ecologist at the University of Michi
gan, and his colleagues, Frederick 
Smith and Lawrence Slobodkin.

It was extended in 1977 by Stephen 
D. Fretwell, then at Kansas State 
University, who predicted that in eco
systems with four levels, plant eaters 
next to the bottom of the food chain 
would proliferate and decimate vege
tation to produce habitats that look 
barren.

Most scientists, Dr. Power said, 
now ’.“think- the terrestrial world is a 
three-level world.” At the same time, 
Dr1. Hairston saia, mere is “more and 
more experimental evidence” that 
aquatic ecosystems are four-level

. Four-Level Food Chain

Three-Level Food Chain

Nature’s Odds 
And Evens
An odd-even ecological 
theory says that when there is 
a two-level food chain of 
plants and plant-eaters, the 
plants are limited; that when 
predators that feed on 
herbivores add a third level to 
the chain, plants rebound, 
and that a fourth layer again 
limits plants. In a test of this 
theory, algae were scant at 
the bottom of a four-level 
food chain. But when the top 
layer, fish, was removed, the 
fish’s prey, dragonfly and 
damselfly nymphs, soared; 
the next link, midges, 
declined, and algae thrived.

Source: Dr. Mary E. Power
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systems like that of the Eel River.
" i ne study by Dr. Power is “a very 
nice experimental demonstration” of 
the four-level aquatic system, said 
Dr. Hairston, who is now at the Uni
versity of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill. The Power experiment is the 
first demonstration of the principle in

streams^ he said.
The theory “is sn tidy it’s surpris

ing it works.” Dr. Power said in an 
interview. But she said, “It’s a very 
good idea ; a lot of the complexity of 
the world can be added to it, arid it 
can still make sense as a backbone 
theory for community ecology.”

In thé Eel River experiment in the 
summer of 1989, Dr. Power installed 
a dozen 20-foot-square plastic mesli 
cages in a stretch of thé river’s south 
fork five-eighths of a mile long. The 
cages were constructed in the stream 
bed, around boulders to which large 
standing crops of algae clung. Half

Scientists Design Solar Oven to Dampen Use o
SOLAR ovens .are a promising 

alternative for millions of 
i people in the developing 
world who rely on firewood to 

cook their meals, a recent project in 
Central America has shown.

The rural poor in developing coun
tries often live on the edges of 
swamps, deserts and rain forests 
fragile ecosystems that cannot with
stand further stripping of trees and 
the consequent erosion. Wood-burn- 

j ing also increases carbon dioxide in 
| the atmosphere and may contribute 
! to global warming.
Wood Shortages Loom

For the past three years two Amer- 
j ican physicists and a haiidful of vol
unteers have been working in Guate- 
| mala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicara
gua and Costa Rica to introduce a 
I simple box-type solar oven that peo
ple can build in a few hours and use 
| for most of their cooking.

The scientists, Daniel M. Kämmen 
| of California Institute of Technology 
|and William F. Lankford, of George 
Mason University, report on their 
project in the Nov. 30 issue of the 
British journal Nature.

More than a third of the world 
depends primarily on wood for cook-

The Sun in a Box
A solar cooker that dan roach 
temperatures of 350 degrees 
Fahrenheit ■Cah;de^®ft from 
■Ct|̂ d;m aterial|^is 
dasieaily an insulated

window to let in , J |f 
sunlight and hold'11$%

ing, burning nearly half of the annual 
world wood harvest of three billion 
tons. According to the United Nations 
Food and Agriculture Organization, 
84 percent of Africans will face wood 
shortages by the end of the decade.

In many countries women spend 
hours a day scavenging for firewood.

“Every year the forest moves fur
ther and further from my house,” an 
Indian woman in Guatemala told a 
visiting American scientist.

Cooking over wood fires is also a

y >-

The New York Times

health threat. Cooking fires in con
fined indoor spaces are a primary 
source of respiratory, skin and eye 
infections among women and chil
dren in developing countries.

Conservation and an increased reli
ance on alternative, renewable enerr 
gy sources can* reduce the demand 
for firewood. In sunny countries solar 
ovens are a feasible component to a 
solution, Dr. Kämmen said.

The cooker that the scientists intro
duced in Central America is an insu-

lated wooden box with a glass win
dow. Pots rest on a conducting metal 
plate inside the box, and a flip-top lid 
covered in aluminum foil doubles as 
an extra solar-collecting panel.

Boil, Bake, Braise and Sauté
In strong sunlight the ovens can 

reach temperatures of about 350 de
grees Farenheit. Unlike sòme othe 
designs, box cookers can work even i 
partial sunlight, and they do need t 
be constantly moved to directly fac 
the sun.

They can be used to boil, bake 
simmer, braise, and sauté foods, ean 
to kill germs in naturally contaminai 
ed water.

“They work like a Crock-Pot,” D 
Kämmen said. “In some ways the. 
are better than regular ovens, b 
cause they don’t lose moisture, an 
the food retains more vitamins an 
minerals/’

Solar cookers do have drawback. 
They cannot be used at night or in th 
rain or on very cloudy days. Cookin 
times are about twice as long in sola 
boxes as over fire.

Solar Box Cookers International, 
nonprofit organization in Sacramen 
to, Calif., publishes a pamphlet o:. 
building solar chokers, which can b



hackle is run from shoulder to tail.
These books are regarded as fly-dressers' bibles and few 

would question their contents, so it is quite clear that flies not 
palmered, and which depart from traditional dressings, are not 
Bumbles and must not be so named. It would only result in 
endless confusion to anglers in the years to come.

Professor Mundle did not really read my letter, published in 
June. I did not say Bumbles were useless, but that I found 
them useless, which is very different. The fly he is using may 
be excellent, but it is not a Bumble. I suggest he gives it a new 
name. How about "Jundle"?

I have beeh a fly-fisherman for more than 50 years and for a 
long time I have firmly believed, regarding sea-trout at night, 
that the presentation of the fly and the manner in which it is 
fished, plus quietness of approach, is often of greater 
importance than fly patterns— provided, of course, the fly is 
of reasonable size and shape according to the prevailing water 
conditions. This is possibly true of all fly-fishing.
Blue Bumble 
Staffordshire

Blagdon Beauty
BLAGDON was at its most disconcerting: early August, 
mid-afternoon, clear blue skies, bright sunshine, flat calm and 
not a fish anywhere to be seen.

Imagine the shock when I glanced to the shore to view a 
particularly welhendowed young lady sunbathing nude! Her 
gentleman companion was happily casting away despite the 
lack of fish.

Before there is a rush to the West Country, I hasten to add 
that Bristol Waterworks assure me that they have no intention 
of allowing this to become a permanent attraction!
John Evans 
Bnsftoi

Why 'w eeds' matter
AS A CHEMIST with considerable fieldwork experience in 
measuring oxygen (and C02) levels at the waterside, I would 
like to comment on Lister Bass's August letter, in which he 
described super-saturation as a "contradiction in terms". As 
he rightly says, if water which is saturated with oxygen 
becomes warmer, excess oxygen will be in solution. However, 
it is a mistake to continue "the excess is driven off". In \  
sluggish water, very slow loss of oxygen will take place, the 
loss being much more rapid in turbulent flow, such as at a 
shallow weir. The natural degassing is a corollary to oxygen 
uptake by de-oxygenated water, which is also very slow 
except at weirs, but the most important influence on oxygen 
uptake by water is not turbulence (in summer), but plant-life.

In bright sunlight a stream with a good level of dissolved 
COo can be as much as 50 per cent super-saturated w ith 

^""oxygen. This is why shallow weed-packed stretches are so 
essential tor healthy waterways, ana why ruthless' 
weed-clearing and canalisation can be so ruinous. It may also 
help anglers to understand the days when the fish start to feed 
madly on a blazincTsunnvjXdV. At the same LiiiiH, anulheT^ 

“reason tor the^uality of life and the quantity of life in chalk and 
limestone streams may be seen. The springs have high 
concentrations of calcium-carbonate/hydrogen-carbonate 
and C02 in a complex equilibrium. The high C02 results in 
unusually vigorous photo-synthesis by the weeds, 
simultaneousffiproducing carbohydrate for the food webs and 
pumping oxygen into the water.
R. D. Stenner, Dr 
Weston-super-Mare, Som erset

□ Oxygen is the subject of an article by Dr Lindsay Laird and 
Dr Monty Priede on page 65. — Editor.

DONTTURN OVER
UNTIL YOU'VE READ THIS . ■

You won't have heard of before

We are a new game fishing tackle company based in North Wales and 
our objective is to provide you w ith a wide range of reliable fishing tackle 
at a competitive price. Each order receives our personal prompt 
attention.

WHY PAY MORE ELSEWHERE FOR THE SAME SERVICE?

Our FIRST CATALOGUE is available on October 10th. and it contains 
over 60 large, well illustrated pages of game fishing tackle. It's easy to 
read and’provides advice for those who require help in choosing their 
tackle.
To give you an insight into our catalogue we have listed a number of 
tempters!

1. One of the largest selections of fly  tying materials in the country. 
■ E -  Over 30 models of Partridge and Mustad hooks, in a wide

range of sizes.
BBS- 9 models of fly  tying vices.

— 50 types of fly tying tools.
— A wide range of flosses, threads, tinsels, chenilles etc.

^ E -  Over 50 types of hair and fur.
— Hundreds of different types of feathers for hackles, bodies, 

wings and tails.
^ E -  An extensive stock of superb METZ capes (from Jan. '83)

— A full range of natural and dyed capes.
2. RODS

— HARDY full range spinning and fly.
— DIAMONDBACK full range fly.

Mt-4- DIAWA full range fly.
— MILBRO Ghillie spinning.
In early 1983 we w ill have our own carbon fly and spinning 

rods.

• 17% DISCOUNT OFF ALL RODS EXCEPT DIAMONDBACKS •

3. REELS
H E  HARDY Marquis, Princess, Uniqua and Viscount fly reels.

— INTREPID, SHAKESPEARE, SUNDRIDGE fly reels.
E  a .B.U., DAIWA, MITCHELL spinning reels.

17% DISCOUNT OFF ALL REELS.
4. SCIENTIFIC ANGLERS WET CEL/AIR CEL fly lines, full range of over 

125 line models! 17% DISCOUNT. We also offer our own range of 
excellent fly  lines at reasonable prices.

5. Full range of SUE BURGESS "NEW RANGE" flies and thousands of 
conventional trout and salmon flies.

6. SPINNERS AND MINNOWS
— Mepps, Tobies and 140 different models of weighted and un
weighted top quality devon minnows at reasonable prices.

7. An extensive range of superb BRADY and FARLOW tackle bags.
8. An extensive range of WILCO landing nets, WHEATLEY fly  boxes and 

more than 12 types of strong plastic bait boxes.
9. Finally, a wide range of miscellaneous items aimed to ensure that all 

your angling needs are catered for.

That's the introduction and we hope that you w ill riow send for our

FREE
60 PAGE CATALOGUE

H f l

SPO RTF ISH  (TS1), M E N A I BR IDG É, 
G W YN ED D  LL59 5NP.

TEL. 0248 715471.
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At long last . I . the traditional 
fly tyer's dream come true ...
----------------- G EN U IN E ------------------

JUNGLECOCK
From pure bred sto ck  hatched and raised in the 
United K in a d o m llfc- m

Sorry —  no capes -|J|Our birds live to a ripe old 
age, but our Cape Pack will meet all fly tyers' 
requirements, containing one packet of each of 
the various sizes.
Each packet contains 10 matched feathers. 
Despatch within 48 hours receipt.
Cheque P.O. made payable to Fishermen's Feathers, P.O. Box 39, 
Kidderminster, Worcs DY10 4JX.
Also available from the House of Hardy, 61 Pall Mall, London, 
SWT, -- i-J--.

I N A M E ........................................
I
I A D D RESS..........

m
.packs CAPE P A C K S «  £6.50 per pack £

pkts. VERY LARGE EYED cape feathers dv £1.50 per pkt £ .......

pkts. LARGE EYED cape fe a th e rs «  £1.50 per pkt £ ..................

pkts. MEDIUM EYED cape feathers («' £1.00 per pkt £ .... ......

pkts. MEDIUM SMALL EYED cape fe a th e rs :^  £1.00 per pkt £

pkts. SMALL EYED cape fe a th e r s ^ «  .00 per pkt £..................

pkts. VERY SMALL EYED cape feathers (« £0.75 per pkt £ ......
★ Please add 30p fo r p&p or enclose s.a.e. ★

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
t-

CUMBRIA
Ravenglass

A SMALL SPORTING PROPERTY WITH FIRST CLASS SEA  
TROUT AND SALMON FISHING ON THE ESK 
2 reception rooms, 5 bedrooms, bathroom. 

Garaging. Stable. Garden. Woodland. Fishing.
Substantial farm buildings. Meadow, pasture and woodland. 

Stocked trout pond and rough,shooting.

A BO U T  55 acres
; 1 (NVZ'10326)

The real Dolly Varden
I HAVE RECENTLY returned from working in Alaska and hence 
enjoyed Robin Ade's informative article, "Salmon of the 
Pacific” .

However, I wish to disagree with him concerning the 
derivation of the name Dolly Varden. The particular Arctic char 
concerned may well have heard of Charles Dickens, but 
anglers all assure me that the fish is named after a certain lady 
of ill-repute who kept house in Dawson City during the period 
of the Yukon gold rush. By all accounts she was equally 
famous for her fighting qualities.
John Evans 
Bristol

Learn to cast with cane
FOR MANY YEARS I have been reading with interest the 
numbers of letters concerning the virtues of cane fly-fishing 
rods.

As a professional instructor over the years I have taught a 
considerable number of fishermen the art of casting. Time and 
again I have found that when a fisherman is learning, or an 
experienced caster is having trouble with his timing, 
half-an-hour or so with a modern, light cane rod will put him 
right.

Once you can cast properly, of course, you can use any type 
of rod, but I find without doubt that I can teach people to cast 
more quickly with a cane rod than with any other type on the 
market.
Michael Hanford 
Quorn, Leicestershire

Display rods or w orking rods?
NO DOUBT the 'cane v carbon' correspondence will continue 
for some years to come, but meanwhile may I be permitted to 
put forward an English compromise which may go some way 
to satisfy the champions of both?

My first trout rod of quality was a delightful two-topped cane 
rod made and given to me by Richard Walker. With this I 
served an apprenticeship on the River Creedy in Devon. Used 
with a silk line, it was a joy for tackling wild browns in the 3A  lb 
range.

Unfortunately, my experience at that time didn't extend to 
the knowledge that you can overload any rod if you try. 
Although I wasn't trying to do so, I was in fact doing just that 
when I started double-hauling for considerably bigger fish on 
the then growing number of reservoirs. The rod finally broke 
at the handle, and it was then that I moved on to the Hardy 
'Jet' glass rod, which was my first choice for years until a 
Hardy 'Graphite' and 'Farnborough' were pressed into service.

Apart from boat and bank fishing on stillwaters and the 
larger reservoirs, I fish a considerable amount on the 
chalk-streams and their tributaries, so I have opportunities to 
try different rods for different purposes. For example, only 
recently I was using another splendid cane rod of 7 ft, made 
and given to be by Charles Carfrae. With a lightweight reel and 
3 AFTM line, it was in use on Frank Sawyer's favourite beats 
on the Avon. Most enjoyable!

In many ways I'm rather a traditionalist, perhaps as a result 
of my early days as a fellmonger and leather-dresser in our 
family tannery business at Hitchin. Not for me synthetics: give 
me wool, leather or parchment. So it is with cane; I love the 
look of cane rods, whereas I wouldn't give wall space for a 
display of carbon or glass rods. However, when it comes to a 
working rod, I now find myself reaching for my carbon rods all 
the while, for as far as I'm concerned they perform that much 
better. My rods of carbon are that much faster than my cane, 
and therefore ft Is probably true that one needs to reach a 
reasonable standard before the advantage of carbon is felt.

22
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Even in ideal conditions fish h a v e  a  s e v e r e l y  l i m i t e d  supply of oxygen. On th e  Cassley in Easter Ross.

I l i l B i l i ,  NO MYSTERY. 1
. . .  just facts about oxygen from LINDSAY LAIRD and MONTY PRIEDE

FISH, like all other animals, require 
oxygen to support life; salmon and 
trout are among the fish with the high
est oxygen requirements. But in com
parison with air-breathing animals, 
they find a severely limited supply of 
oxygen even in ideal conditions — 
such as a Scottish Highland river. Air 
contains 28 per cent oxygen by 
weight, whereas the water from which , 
the fish must extract dissolved oxygen 
contains only one part in 100,000 by 
weight The life of fish is thus char
acterised by a constant struggle to 
balance demand for oxygen against a 
limited supply.

Fish obtain oxygen by drawing in 
water through the mouth and passing 
it over the gilts, which are able to 
extract up to 90 per cent of dissolved 
oxygen. The amount of oxygen avail
able in the water varies greatly, and is 
a dominant factor in determining fish 
distribution. The maximum amount of 
oxygen present in the water is deter

mined by the solubility, which de
creases with increasing temperature 
so that the 100 per cent saturated 
water at 1 deg Cent (34 deg Fahr) 
contains 10 millilitres of oxygen per 
litre, while similar water at 15 deg 
Cent (59 deg Fahr) contains only seven 
millilitres. These are the maximum 
possible values in pure freshwater; 
seawater contains between 10 per 
cent and 20 per cent less.

In natural waters the amount of oxy
gen present will fall as fish and other 
organisms use it up — unless it is 
replaced. In shallow waters direct 
diffusion from the air takes place; this 
is aided by any agitation, such as 
waves, riffles and waterfalls. Other
wise the main source of oxygen is 
photo-synthesis by rooted aquatic 
plants and algae. Photo-synthesis can 
occur only near the surface, where 
sunshine can penetrate.

Deep, stillwaters, remote from 
sources of replenishment, are prone

to oxygen depletion. Release of 
deoxygenated water from the bottom 
of deep reservoirs can therefore have 
disastrous consequences to fish in the 
river below the dam. Surface ice will 
also cut off the passage of oxygen into 
water.

Although green plants produce oxy
gen, in the absence of sunshine they 
become nett consumers of it. In really 
thick, green algal blooms, shading 
occurs, which causes the plants to use 
up all the oxygen. Dying plants then 
make the situation even worse as the 
bacteria associated with decomposi
tion consume the last vestiges of oxy
gen in the water. Any sewage, silage, 
dairy washings or other organic mat
ter leads to a biological oxygen 
demand (BOD) which can render 
water totally fishless. Inorganic ferti
liser run-off from farmland often stim
ulates excessive algal growth which 
leads to high BOD.

All energy-utilising activities in fish

65October, 1982



create a demand for oxygen. Thus an 
actively swimming fish, including one 
swimming to stay in one place against 
a strong current, consumes more oxy
gen than a fish lying in still water. 
However, even in the absence of such 
activity, the fish still has a substantial 
oxygen demand which can vary great
ly. Oxygen is required to break down 
food taken in and to convert it to body 
tissues.

Oxygen demands vary in magnitude 
over the year. Fish are cold-blooded 
animals; in general the fastest growth, 
supported by the greatest food intake, 
occurs when water temperatures are 
warm (in the region of 15 deg Cent for 
trout and salmon). This is when oxy
gen levels in the water are declining. 
At high temperatures, above 20 deg 
Cent, the prudent fish-farmer stops 
feeding his stock to reduce oxygen 
demand; oxygen levels in the water 
are dangerously low compared to the 
demands of fish. The summer growth 
check in wild trout occurs when the 
fish, decrease their food intake In 
warm weather,^

Swimming activity reaches a peak 
during migrations, although even then 
the use of currents and tides aids 
energy conservation mid thus reduces 
oxygen requirements. Prey are cap
tured by short bursts of swimming; 
normal 'cruising' uses little oxygen. 
Salmon and trout compensate for low 
oxygen availability by their highly- 
developed sprinting ability, which in
curs an oxygen debt that is repaid by 
enhanced breathing during recovery. 
Thus a fish can fight vigorously when 
hooked, but if it escapes it may need 
up to 24 hours to return to normal and

A  good ripple will help to r e p le n is h  oxygen in a deep S til lw a te r . Ladybower Reservoir in 
Derbyshire.

restore its muscles from a state of 
exhaustion.

Salmon and trout are adapted to 
sustain high energy expenditure, but 
they are consequently highly suscepti
ble to anything that impedes oxygen 
uptake. The gills are extremely deli
cate and may be damaged by silt in 
the water from activities such as 
quarrying, land-drainage, or road con
struction. Damage to gills may also be 
caused by bacteria or parasites. The 
former are often associated with 
deteriorating water conditions. The 
uptake of oxygen can be completely 
blocked by cyanide. In contaminated 
water fish are seen gasping at the 
surface in the same way as when oxy
gen levels are low.

Salmonids do have oxygen-sensing 
organs and are able to avoid patches 
of oxygen-depleted water such as j 
sewage outflows. Given a choice, they 
are always found in water where 
oxygen saturation is close to 100%.

Oxygen is so important for salmon 
and trout that in nine out often cases 
of mortality the immediate cause of 
death can be traced to oxygen de
ficiency. This may be caused by in
sufficient oxygen m the water, re
duced capability of the fish to take up 
oxygen, or excessive demand by this 
fish for oxygen,
□  Dr Laird and Dr Frieda are both on 

the staff of the Department of Zool
ogy at the University of Aberdeen, 
—  Editor*

A  natura list 's  notebook

A ‘red-neck’ on Rannoch
IF YOU HAVE READ Robert Louis 
Stevenson's novel, K idnappedyou 
will have a fair idea of what the Moor 
of Rannoch looks like.

It stretches far and wide between 
Loch Tulla and Glencoe — a vast de
nuded tableland about 60 square 
miles in extent, with an average height 
of more than 1,000 ft, and with count
less lochs and streams, bogs and peat- 
hags.

One of the biggest lochs is Loch Ba, 
a source-loch of the River T um m e l 
and it was in skirting the fringe of this 
loch that I was lucky enough to see 
one of those uncommon birds called 
phalaropes.

There are three types, and this one 
was of the red-necked variety. A few 
pairs of these nest in the Scottish 
Northern and Western Isles, but it is 
truly a bird of high latitudes and Arctic 
shores. In this instance, however, the 
nesting season was past, and prob

ably the bird was moving south on a 
route that offered plenty in the way of 
lochs and estuaries.

Phalaropes are said to be very tame, 
and this bird certainly took little notice 
of me when I ventured nearer. Nor-

mally, the wader type of bird does not 
swim, but the phalarope does. This 
one rocked buoyantly on the ripples of 
a shallow inlet, and l was amused to 
see it spin round every now and again, 
probably in an effort to stir up insects 
from the bottom.

Red-necked phalaropes are also un
usual in that the normal nesting habits 
are reversed. It is the female that 
sports the bright plumage, and after 
she has laid her clutch of eggs, it is the 
quietly-dressed male bird that incu
bates them and tends to the chicks.

Oddly enough, those plump little 
plover-birds of high altitudes called 
dotterel behave in a similar way — the 
male takes over the domestic duties, 
and allows the female to go traipsing 
over the mountain-tops with others of 
her sex, free to enjoy the almost per
petual summer daylight of the high 
tops.

Colin Gibson

Trout and Salmon


